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EDITORIAL  

It has been more than eight years since Chinto, our small information newsletter about Chito-Ryu 
karate in Quebec, was last published.  Its ab due to time and availability constraints, as 
publishing a newsletter requires much time and energy.  It is thanks to Sensei Blais, Chinto’s new 

ut people, and allows us to stay in touch 
with distant dojos.  Chinto is an information tool, but also something that brings all Quebec 

eet your expectations better, and make it such a better reflection of us 
that it becomes a perfect likeness!  

derful experience in communication by contributing to the next 
Chinto publications.  

Président Chito-Ryu Québec

sence has been 

editor-in-chief, and his team of volunteers such as Sensei Eric Lefebvre and Sensei Paul MacKenzie, 
that Chinto now lives again in a printable electronic version.   

A newsletter such as this one is a link between all Quebec Chito-Ryu practitioners.  It lets us know 
what is happening in our beautiful province, gives us news abo

practitioners closer together.   

I hope you will cheerfully greet Chinto, but more importantly, do not hesitate to criticise it more than 
you praise it.  This will help m

Thank you to Sensei Blais and to his team of volunteers that will surely grow and enrich itself with 
people interested in having a won

Thierry Debeur 
Chinto Editor 

 

  



A FEW WORDS FROM THE EDITOR-IN-CHIEF   

ommunicating information to the members of an association or organization is often difficult to 
achieve, whether for martial arts or at a professional level.  As a communication tool, Chinto has 
numerous goals. Amo tween all Chito-Ryu 
practitioners, to increase the visibility of our style, or to let us know about people’s successes or 

nt.  They mean anyone from beginner grade to advanced grade, from student to 
instructor, and from junior to senior.  There will also be an article of the « interview » kind such as the 

C

ngst other things, it can serve to reinforce links be

accomplishments.   

In each edition, I want to have at least one article of the « instructive » kind such as the one by Eric 
Lefebvre on energy drinks.  I am counting on all of you to submit this type of article.  The words “all 
of you” are importa

one about Sensei Blanchette done by Isabelle Minier.  A big thank you to Isabelle who has accepted 
to become Chinto’s interviewer.  The other articles will be of the « general information » kind.   You 
will notice that there are many articles about the Karaté Cama dojo in this issue.  I am sure that there 
are events occurring in other dojos that you would like to share through Chinto.  Do not hesitate to send 
me articles about them.  

Before an article is ready for publishing in Chinto, it must go through a few steps.  It must first be 
submitted to me and then be accepted by the administrative council of the ACRTQ.  Next, if necessary, 
corrections are made for grammar and language quality.  Thank you to Isabelle Minier and Eric 
Lefebvre who accomplish this work.  As this bulletin is bilingual, the article is sent to the person in 
charge of translation, Paul MacKenzie.  Thank you to Paul and his team, Marc Bolduc and Nick 
Tsakalakis.  Lastly, the article is formatted.   Thanks to Eric Lefebvre for doing this task.  As you can 
see, there is a delay between the initial submission of the article and its final formatting.   It is therefore 
very important to send the articles as early as possible.   The next issue of Chinto is due out in 
December.  Sent me you articles as soon as possible at the following address: 
blaisbenoit@hotmail.com.  

In order for Chinto to satisfy the objectives mentioned above, it is imperative that instructors inform 
and make visible to everyone this electronic bulletin easily accessible from the web site of the 
association: http://pages.infinit.net/debeur/chito-ryu-quebec.html.  Encourage the Chinto volunteers by 
ensuring its distribution! 

Noël Blais 
Instructor,Chito-Ryu Longueuil - SportsPourTous 
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SENSEI CHITOSE CLINIC  

Sensei Chitose will be touring Canada this fall to help us perfect our 
understanding of karate.  Sensei Chitose is Soke, the supreme instructor of 
Chito-Ryu, and son of O-Sensei, founder of Chito-Ryu.  During his visit, 
he will be accompanied by Sensei Higashi, Kyoshi, 8th dan, Canadian Chief 
Instructor of Chito-Ryu.  

During this Canadian visit, the Traditional Chito-Ryu Association of 
Québec (ACRTQ) is happy to welcome them to Québec on November 11, 
12 and 13.  Training will be in Masson-Angers on the 12th and in Montréal 
on the 13th.  The site for Friday the 11th has yet to be determined, but in any 

 S
or 

event this day will be devoted entirely to black belts.  This is a great 
opportunity for black belts to train directly under the supervision of Sensei 
aturday and Sunday will be geared towards coloured belts.  There will be 
adults.  The complete details of these three days can be reviewed at the web 
e section “Calendrier des événements” (note that this site is only in French). 
ssociation and participate.  

Text:             Noël Blais 
Translation:  Paul MacKenzie 
Photo:           Chito-Ryu Canada web site 

Chitose.  Training on the
classes for children and f
site of the ACRTQ under th
Please support your karate a

  

  

INTERVIEW WITH SENSEI BLANCHETTE 
  
In this issue, the Chinto team presents one of the Canadian masters.  Since Sensei Blanchette was on
of my first instructors, I was very happy to be able to interview him and learn more about his vision of 
karate and the martial arts.

nsei Jean-Noël Blanchette:  Ph.D., theologian, 6th dan, Renshi, Karate Chito-Ryu, and fencing 

ained in 
Kempo Karate with Sensei Desruisseau. 

 and Sensei Akutagawa. 

spect of 
martial arts during his university studies for his Master’s degree and 

e 

  Here is the portrait I have prepared for you.  
Se
instructor.  Sensei Blanchette is a doctor of the social science of religions, has a teacher’s certificate 
and is a teacher of ethics and religious culture in a secondary school in the city of Sherbrooke.  
 

Some history 
Sensei Blanchette began his study of the martial arts with his father, a 
soldier.  He began with Defendo and rifle shooting.  In 1970, he tr

In 2001, Sensei Blanchette became the first French-Canadian to pass the 
grade of 6th dan in traditional Chito-Ryu.  The first Canadian masters were, 
in order, Sensei Tsuruoka, Sensei Higashi

For many years, Sensei Blanchette has been interested in the spiritual 
dimension of Japanese martial arts and how it could adapt to all of the 
world’s many forms of spirituality.  He thoroughly examined this a

http://pages.infinit.net/debeur/chito-ryu-quebec.html
http://pages.infinit.net/debeur/chito-ryu-quebec.html
http://pages.infinit.net/debeur/chito-ryu-quebec.html
http://pages.infinit.net/debeur/chito-ryu-quebec.html


particularly his doctorate.  His thesis topic was entitled "An Exploration of the Spiritual Dimension of 
Japanese Martial Arts in Western Culture". 

The knowledge gained by Sensei Blanchette came from several sources, predominantly his practice of 
the martial arts, his academic studies about the spiritual dimension of Japanese martial arts, teachings 
from masters, and his experiences as a member of the Reserves and as a peace officer. 

Well, after having taught at the University, I wanted to have my own dojo, first of all for my own 
 warm and welcome 

atmosphere because my style of instruction is very personalized.  I instruct no more than four students 

2.     In your opinion, what are the characteristics that make a good karateka or martial arts 

cept criticism.  Those who are passionate always want to learn, to accept criticism 
no matter what it is (which is often difficult) and to correct themselves. The passionate ones are not 

3.     

This is a very complex question and it is difficult to answer.  I am going to answer to the best of my 
s to do 

with what really touches people in consideration of their age and their values, using methods to 

  
For many years, Sensei Blanchette taught karate at the dojo at the University of Sherbrooke.  Last year 
he opened the Blanchette Academy of Martial Arts.  

1.     What led you to open a martial arts academy and of what does it consist? 

training, and afterwards, to welcome other karatekas.  I wanted my dojo to have a

at a time.  I also give seminars and courses to higher grades and to instructors. Furthermore, I can make 
my own schedule because I am not obliged to leave the room because there is another course after 
mine.  I offer karate instruction in the traditional sense, and I try to create a master-student relationship, 
but from the point of view of western culture. 

Discussion on the Martial Arts 

practitioner?  

Passion.  It is a must.  It’s passion that gives depth, and it’s passion without excessive pride that 
allows one to ac

afraid to criticize themselves (in a constructive way).  It is also passion that lets one accept defeat.  
For example, when we lose at a competition, we do not blame the defeat on the judges or our 
trainer.  We seize the opportunity to progress, to correct ourselves and to avoid repeating the same 
mistakes.  It all depends on one’s individual objective.  For example, if one is just looking to “learn 
about” martial arts, then the learning will be limited to “knowing”, without the “doing”.   

When we practice martial arts, do we absolutely have to consider the spiritual aspect?  

knowledge and experience.  First of all, I think that it has to be natural and not taught.  It ha

bring them together, for example, humour.  Let’s take the example of “Mukso”, which can be a 
moment of spirituality in karate.  For a child, it is a time when we ask them not to talk, to stay calm, 
and to get ready for training.  We can’t really ask a child to meditate, to prepare himself mentally to 
receive instruction.  In the case of an adolescent doing karate in order to fight, it’s fairly rare, but it 
can happen.  We can instead tell them about ethics, about values.  We can explain to them about the 
distinction they must make between the moment when they start training (mokuso) and the moment 
when karate has to stop (after training).  For an adult it is different.  On becoming an adult, we open 
up to others, and learn to listen to them.  We could say that the soul wakes up to others.  Adults are 
perhaps searching for something.  Many do not have any religious faith, but they are looking for 
something all the same.  They try to find the connection between man and the universe, and to find 



their place in society.  This applies to everyone, as much for those who practice one religion or 
another as for atheists.  I believe that one cannot forget one’s spirituality when practicing martial 
arts and that many people practice martial arts with a spiritual objective.  It could be self-
confidence, relaxation, or fun. These are all very good reasons.  When we look at masters, we 
notice that they integrate the spiritual dimension in their martial art, and afterwards, integrate their 
martial art into their life.  In my view, a martial art must bring forth a certain spirituality.  What is 
important is to respect oneself, to accommodate each other, and to adapt in the culture of martial 
arts.  

At some level, we see many people give up martial arts.  As a practitioner myself, I have 
consid

4.     

ered it several times.  I still may not have found the answers to all my questions, but I 
continue with karate.  What advice would you give to help guide such karatekas? 

me things in 
karate as in society.  Certain people finish high school and go directly into the job market.  Others 

5.     

Wow!  There are so many!  The word Sensei signifies someone who has passed before.  I have said 
 sayings, but that I 

unfortunately don’t have the time!  They have all impressed me and I devour their teachings.  I try 

 mae geris.  He’s the one 
who taught me how to block.  It’s difficult to explain, but he brought us to a threshold of pain 

Tec

6.     As a member of the technical committee of Chito-Kai Canada, what advice can you give to a 
karateka who would like to bring his technique to a higher level?  

It’s true.  This reality exists and I don’t necessarily have advice to give.  It’s just real life, plain and 
simple.  The more we advance, the harder it gets.  I believe that we reproduce the sa

get a college degree, several get a bachelor’s degree, some get a master’s degree and very few get a 
doctorate.  I compare the yudansha level (1st dan) to a high school diploma.  After first dan, there 
are several other levels and I sincerely wish that all karatekas would progress for a long time and 
reach 4th dan!  But we have to know that reality is different and accept it as such.  There are many 
possible explanations.  It all depends on the passion of each person, and on each person’s goals.  
There are also those who, unfortunately, get injured.  It is important to know how to train, to listen 
to one’s body and to respect it.  

Which martial arts practitioners have inspired you and for what reasons? 

to all of the masters that I have met that I would like to record all of their

to pass them along to my students as well.  An old saying from Okinawa that I really enjoy goes 
like this: “your parents gave you life, but your master made you a man.”  

Among the people who have inspired me, there is Sensei Tsuruoka, for his rigour, for his way of 
teaching, and his summer camps.  We could do 2000 punches and 2000

(without injuring us) where we did not believe we could go.  And at that moment when we wanted 
to give up, we decided to keep going, to follow him, and that is where we progressed.  Sensei Gilles 
Rhéaume, my first instructor, instructed me as he educated me.  With him, it was important to show 
that you had a good head on your shoulders.  Sensei Nishiyama told us that you must understand 
rationally what you’re doing.  All of my teachers in judo and aikido have also inspired me.  And of 
course, there is also Sensei Higashi, who has inspired me in his humanism.  He has taught me a lot.  
He corrects the faults in my character, and improves the person that I am.  I will finish by saying, 
“life puts masters/teachers/senseis on our paths.  It’s up to us to make sure we don’t miss their 
teachings.”  

hnique 



The key is first of all to listen.  Your instructors have the knowledge and can give you corrections 
and advice.  The higher you go in grade, the more these instructions become precise and specific.  

, practice and practice some 
more!  You must train a lot.  It’s very simple, but sometimes we look too far — we search for 

Fut

7.     

nly.  I feel like a beginner each time I train.  And each time I pass a new grade, I 
become a beginner again.  A yellow belt is effectively just a very good white belt!  I participated at 

y shoulder.  I lost balance.  A simple push and I became like a beginner!  
Sensei had just corrected my posture and I thought about it for the whole day during my training.  

8.     

 
its masters.   

Sensei Blanchette, thank you very much for having given me this interview!  

That’s why it is so important to listen.  Your senseis have the knowledge and are giving it to you.  
Afterwards, you have to improve, and to do that, the key is to practice

answers when all we really have to do is train and repeat the movements.  Movements must become 
natural, up to the point when the movement becomes part of you.  

ure Projects 

After so many years of practicing, studying and teaching martial arts, are you still learning 
very much? 

Oh yes, certai

the Canmore Summer Camp.  We were practicing moving in uchi-ashi-dachi and Sensei Higashi 
applied a small push to m

What are your aspirations and your future projects? 

I would like for Chito-Ryu to develop even more in Quebec and for its dojos to work as a team, a 
very big team.  For me personally, I hope I can continue in the martial arts and to always learn from

Isabelle Minier, dojo Chito-ryu Montréal. 
(English translation by Paul MacKenzie) 

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 



YUDANSHA RADINGS 

This past spring’s black belt gradings took 
place in Masson-Angers on April 24th 
during the Sensei Higashi clinic at K
Cama.  The exams were under the 

  

 

KARATE VS PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
AND HEALTH 

Beware of Energy Drinks!

 G

araté 

direction of Sensei Higashi, Technical 
Director of Chito-Ryu Canada, along with 
Sensei Bisson and Sensei Debeur, 
members and representatives of the 
Québec Technical Committee.  The three 
successful candidates, all students of 
Karaté Cama, were (shown from left to 
right in the photo): Guillaume Soucy, 
shodan, Daniel Blais, nidan, and Anick 
Lamarche, shodan.  Congratulations to all 
three.  In the 2nd row of the photo, from left 
and Sensei Debeur.  

Text: Noël Blais, Photo: Marcel Guitard 

to right, are the examiners: Sensei Bisson, Sensei Higashi 

  

 

Yes, we must be careful when we talk about energy drinks.  If we look closely at the labels of these 
types of drinks (Guru, KMX, Energy or Redbull), we can see that they contain large quantities of sugar 
and small quantities of other ingredients such as guarana (which contains a very large quantity of 
caffeine), ginseng and Ginkgo biloba. 

d of the body is concentrated more in the working muscles and 
less in the digestive system.  Because of this, the sugar-rich liquid stagnates in the stomach and can 

t of coffee.  As a result, 
we get thirsty more quickly and more often. 

Taken before or during strenuous effort, they can cause gastric problems. Since the concentration of 
sugar in this type of drink is higher than that of our bodies, the stomach must dilute it.  During training, 
digestion slows down because the bloo

cause bloating and nausea.  Moreover, to dilute the sugar, the stomach needs more water.  This water is 
drawn from the blood, which in turn leads to dehydration and increased thirst. 

Caffeine also seems to give a large quantity of energy in a short time.  One could say that it stimulates 
and excites the body, as it acts on the nervous system and not on the muscles.  It also increases 
concentration.  However, the caffeine contained in guarana dehydrates like tha



Before and during training 

In order to avoid dehydration, it is very important to drink at the beginning of the exercise period and 
regularly during the entire activity.  One should especially not wait until feeling thirsty, because that is 
a sign that dehydration has already started. 

Water remains the best liquid for sports before and during training.  If the activity lasts longer than one 

low down the delivery of glucides to the muscles and can 
provoke gastric problems.  There is another alternative that is just as effective and less expensive: 

hour, we can resort to sports drinks like Gatorade, All Sport, Powerade or Trek Fuel.  These drinks 
contain a little sugar which will be assimilated by the muscles in order to combat fatigue.  If the 
concentration of sugar exceeds 8%, it can s

prepare your own energy drink using real juice diluted with water – half water and half real juice. 

After training 

Of course, after a good workout, we are usually dehydrated, even if we drank during training. 
Furthermore, intense activity empties our muscles’ energy reserves and damages muscle fibres.  The 
first few minutes following intense effort is the best time to rebuild these energy reserves and to repair 

 are several expensive drinks designed for drinking immediately after training (for 
example, Endurox R4 and Myoplex), but there are also many drinks much less expensive and equally 
tissues.  There

effective: chocolate milk, Yop, or breakfast beverages such as Boost or Ensure. 

 Eric Lefebvre, Physical Educator and Instructor École de karaté Chito-Ryu de Drummondville 

 

  

  

HAPPY BIRTHDAY KARATÉ CAMA! 

At the moment we entered the great hall of the Masson-Anger Chevaliers de Colomb, we were assailed 
by a spectacular ovation.   Applause was coming from everywhere.   I first thought that this ovation 
was for Sensei Higachi who I was accompanying to this 20th anniversary celebration of the Karaté 
Cama dojo.  But no, I was bei d receiving smiles; it was 
super!  Surprised and confused but so happy for being greeted in this manner, we were seated at the 

to 

 
 

ing.  It was a high quality show!  A group picture was taken with most of the 
sixty-nine black belts that have been trained at Karaté Cama during these twenty years.    

ng applauded as well, I was shaking hands an

table of Sensei Germain Bisson and Sensei Lyne Bisson, his wife, right next to their parents.   This 
celebration was also a great family gathering.  Young and old, all were very happy to come together 
celebrate this event.  

The event proceeded with speeches that were sometimes moving, often funny, but all full of love and
of testimonials of gratitude and respect towards Lyne and Germain.   Next, gifts were presented, some
of which were hand made. Following this, young students performed karate demonstrations and some 
were absolutely amaz

I was astounded by the quality and the warm and friendly ambiance of this evening, April 23rd 2005.  
Happy birthday Karaté Cama!  



Sensei Thierry Debeur 

Montreal Chito-Ryu Dojo 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Sensei Debeur during his speech at the anniversary event
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Many of the black belts trained at Karaté Cama 



Btissama Essadiqui, thanked and congratulated for her accomplishments during her years of 
competition  

 

 

  

EXCELLENT RESULTS FOR KARATE CAMA ATHLETES 
AT THE CANADIAN CHAMPIONSHIPS! 

Upon seeing the results of the Karate Cama dojo at the last Canadian Championships, one can onl
congratulate our karate colleagues who participated, especially those who won medals.  In all, Sensei 
Germain Bisson’s and 8 bronze. 

In addition to the medals, Sensei Bisson’s athletes received special prizes at a banquet for the National 

y 

 team took away no less than 40 medals, including 21 gold, 11 silver 

Association of Karate.  For the third year in a row, Sébastien Larose (shodan) was named Junior Male 
Athlete Par Excellence as well as receiving the prize for the best sportsmanship for a junior athlete.  
Also for the third time, Roch Laflamme (nidan) was named Senior Male Athlete Par Excellence. 

Here are the detailed results: 



 
Athletes Kata Kata 

18-20 Team Kata Kumite Kumite 
18-20 Open Team Kumite 

Roch Laflamme    Gold  Silver Gold 
Louis-Philippe L.-Lafleur    Gold   Gold 
Éric Rollin   Gold Silver   Gold 
Steeven Cryans 5th  Gold Silver     
Steve Larose   Gold      
Maude L'Ecuyer-Lafleur    B  ronze Silver  Gold 
Xavier Fournier    Gold -- -  -- Gold 
Anick Lamarche    Bronze   Silver 
Sébastien Larose Gold  Gold Gold   Gold 
Carl Gingras Bronze  Gold Bronze   Bronze (4th) 
Frédéric Lalonde    G d ol      
Jonathan Laniel -- -  -- Silver -----   Bro th) nze (4
Maxime Clouston 5th  Silver      
Francis Legault   Silver      
Marie-Stéfane Thom    -----   Silver 
Marie-Pier Charron    Bronze (4th)   Silver 
Marie-France Bernard    Bro th)nze (4    
Mélissa Villeneuve   Gold     
Marie-Ève Brouillard   Gold     
Roxanne Côté   Gold Gold   Silver 
 
Competition results:   Lyne Bisson, ni an, Kara  Cam

    Isabelle M nier, Chito-ryu Montréal
d te a instructor 

Text:                     i  
  Paul Mac enzie Chito-ryu MontréalTranslation:             K ,  

  

  

NEWS IN BRIEF  

•       Marcel Guitard, from the Karaté Cama dojo, has recently obtained the grade of National A Level 
Referee. Congratulations to Marcel.  

•       Karaté Cama won the President’s Cup at the Montreal Open.  This cup is awarded to the best 
performing dojo of the event. 

•        event calendar that is updated regularly.  It can be accessed 
through the web site of the association:  
Since last winter, the ACRTQ has an

http://pages.infinit.net/debeur/chito-ryu-quebec.html.  

•       Next issue of Chinto : December 2005.  Sent your articles to blaisbenoit@hotmail.com. 

Tex
Lon

t: Noël Blais 
gueuil Chito-Ryu Dojo - SportsPourTous 

http://pages.infinit.net/debeur/chito-ryu-quebec.html


  

NATIONAL KOBUJUTSU SEMINARS  

The Canadian Ryukyu Kobujutsu Association (CRKKA) is happy to invite Sensei 
Kisho Inoue, Soke and President of the RyuKyu Kobujutsu Hozon Shinko Kai for a 
series of n lace this coming October.  
Sensei Higashi, Canadian director of Ryukyu Kobujutsu, will also be present.  They 

es
 th

Tous

ational kobujutsu seminars that will take p

will be in Québec on October 11, 12 and 13, then in Ontario on October 14, 15 and 
16.  During the Québec visit, Sensei Inoue will teach in Montréal on October 12 and 
in Masson-Angers on October 13.  During these two days, there will be classes 
reserved for members of the CRKKA and also introductory classes open for 
everyone.  All students of martial arts, whether beginners or advanced, are invited to 
.  One of the goals of these seminars is to showcase kobujutsu in its traditional form 
is discipline.  Karate and kobujutsu are closely related – come and experience it for 

Noël Blais, 2nd dan kobujutsu 
Québec Kobujutsu Director 
SportsPour

these open class
by a specialist in
yourself.  

 Instructor  
Photo:           CRKKA web site 
Translation: Paul MacKenzie 

 

http://www.kobu.ca/
http://www.paw.hi-ho.ne.jp/ryukyu-kbujut/index2e.html
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